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[2] To explain the dynamic behavior of the matric potential at the wetting front of gravity
driven ﬁngers, we take into account the pressure across the interface that is not continuous
and depends on the radius of the meniscus, which is a function of pore size and the dynamic
contact angle hd. hd depends on a number of factors including velocity of the water and can
be found by the Hoffman-Jiang equation that was modiﬁed for gravity effects. By assuming
that water at the wetting front imbibes one pore at a time, realistic velocities are obtained
that can explain the capillary pressures observed in unstable ﬂow experiments in wettable
and water repellent sands.
Citation: Steenhuis, T. S., C. E. Baver, B. Hasanpour, C. R. Stoof, D. A. DiCarlo, and J. S. Selker (2013), Pore scale consideration in
unstable gravity driven finger flow, Water Resour. Res., 49, 7815–7819, doi:10.1002/2013WR013928.

1.

Introduction

[3] Fingered ﬂow initiated by gravity has been studied
for over 40 years. It is as special case of water inﬁltration
in a porous medium where equilibrium capillary pressuresaturation conditions are not maintained at the wetting front
[Hsu and Hilpert, 2011; Mumford and O’Carroll, 2012;
DiCarlo 2013]. At the wetting front where ﬂuid saturation
changes rapidly, measurements of ﬁnger ﬂow behavior by
among others Liu et al. [1993] and DiCarlo [2004, 2007]
show that capillary pressure is a function of the rate of
change of saturation, referred to as dynamic capillary pressure [Hsu and Hilpert, 2011]. This discrepancy in predicting wetting front behavior between the static and dynamic
approach is especially great when the static contact angle
(also called equilibrium contact angle) is intermediate
between 0 and 90 [O’Carroll et al., 2010]. The latter
might explain why unstable ﬁngered ﬂow is observed in
experiments in silica sand with a contact angle between 30
and 60 [Extrand and Kumagai, 1997; Romano,2006;
Schroth et al., 1996] or extremely dry soil [Nektarios et al.,
1999].
[4] An agreed upon explanation of the dynamic behavior
of the matric potential at the wetting front remains elusive
despite investigations by multiple laboratories [O’Carroll
et al., 2010]. Most approaches to model the dynamic matric
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potential assume that the pressure ﬁeld at the wetting front
is continuous (see DiCarlo 2013, this special issue, for an
overview of past approaches). The continuum approach of
Hsu and Hilpert [2011] and Hilpert [2012] in which the
change in dynamic contact angle and resulting matric
potential at the ﬂuid-air interface is related to the velocity
of the front seems to be particularly promising. Other modelers employed pore network models that assume that the
pressure ﬁeld can be discontinuous, such that water does
not ﬂow through all the pores at the wetting front at the
same time [Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2012;
DiCarlo, 2013, this special issue]. Very interesting and relevant are ﬁndings of Moebius and Or [2012] and Moebius
et al. [2012] who recorded water moving through pores in
packed glass beads with high speed camera and acoustics.
They found that all menisci increase in size at the front
until water broke through in one pore followed by a
decrease in size for all other menisci. Finally, Baver et al.
[2013, this special issue] also assumed a discontinuous
pressure ﬁeld at the wetting front.
[5] In the Baver et al. [2013] paper, we argue that the
key in explaining ﬁnger formation under gravity is that the
pressure across the wetting front is discontinuous and determined by the shape of the dynamic (or nonequilibrium)
contact angle between the meniscus and the sand grain.
Furthermore, we showed that the Hoffman equation relating
dynamic contact angle to velocity of moving contact line
could be applied in porous media in which gravity was the
driving force. By employing a contact line velocity in Hoffman’s relationship, we could estimate the matric potential
at the wetting front of water moving down in small columns similar to those used in the Geiger and Durnford
[2000] experiments with the same precision as Hsu and
Hilpert [2011], but with one ﬁtting parameter less because
we employed the Hoffman equation. The velocity was calculated by assuming that the imposed ﬂux passed through
one or several pores each instant while the other pores had
no ﬂow. The two ﬁtting parameters in Baver et al. [2013]
were (1) a grain size dependent static contact angle, and (2)
the number of pores imbibing the imposed ﬂux each
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instant, taken as a function of the quotient of the ﬂux and
the saturated conductivity. For a ﬂux of one ﬁfth of the saturated conductivity, only one pore was active each instant
to carry the ﬂux downward.
[6] The objective is this study was to validate rigorously
the overshoot using the Hoffman equation by using the
experiments of DiCarlo [2007] in which water was added
to small 1.3 cm columns at low rates using the same porous
media at three initial moisture contents. Under these low
inﬁltration conditions the water at the ﬁnger front is
assumed to imbibe one pore at a time and the only adjustable parameter is the static contact angle once the pore neck
size is ﬁxed. In addition, we will test the theory using the
experiment of Bauters et al.’s [1998] that evaluated pressures in ﬁngers moving in water repellent sands.

2.

Theory

[7] In well-sorted sands, gravity is the dominant force in
unstable ﬁngered ﬂow. Observations show that these gravity driven ﬁngers are more saturated and have a greater
matric potential (i.e., negative pressure closer to zero) at
the ﬁnger tip just behind the wetting front [e.g., Selker
et al., 1992]. The term ‘‘overshoot,’’ coined by [DiCarlo,
2004], is used to describe this phenomenon.
[8] To describe this phenomenon, we will assume that
pressure at the wetting front is discontinuous. Then, the
capillary pressure at the wetting front of a ﬁnger, h (m), is
related to the radius of the meniscus that can be expressed
through Laplace’s equation as:


2r
1
1
h52
1
qgrm rm1 rm2

(1)

where r is the surface tension (N/m), q is the density of the
ﬂuid (kg/m3), g is gravitational constant (m/s2), and rm1 and
rm2 are the axes of the ellipse representing the meniscus
(m). Because we have only limited information about the
meniscus we will assume that:
rm1 5rm2 5rm

(2)

[9] In addition, the radius of the meniscus, rm (m) can
be related to the pore radius, r, (m) with aid of the dynamic
contact angle hd (radians) :
rm 5

r
cos hd

(3)

[10] The dynamic contact angle at the wetting front is
dependent on the static contact angle, surface tension, viscosity and the velocity of water, and can be found with the
Hoffman-Jiang [Hoffman, 1975; Jiang et al., 1979] relationship that was modiﬁed by Baver [2013] and Baver
et al. [2013, this special issue] who performed experiments
that used gravity as:




hs
arccos 122tan h 4:96 Ca 0:702
hd 5hs 1 1–
p

(4)

where hs is the advancing static contact angle (radians) of
the water with silica grains and Ca is the dimensionless
capillary number deﬁned as:

Ca 5

lV
r

(5)

where l is the viscosity of the liquid (Pas), V is the contact
line velocity (m/s), and r is the surface tension (N/m)
between air and water. The contact velocity of the water in
the pore can be obtained for small ﬂuxes by assuming that
water imbibes pore by pore, and can explain both the
dynamic contact angle of the meniscus (equation (3)) and
the pressure (equation (1)).
[11] Although the exact velocity of the water ﬂowing
through the pore neck is unclear after the meniscus
becomes unstable, from a mass balance point of view when
water goes down one pore at a time, the average contact
line velocity is equal to the ﬂux (Q, m3/s) in the ﬁnger
divided by the area of the pore neck. By calculating the
velocity this way, we can use equations (1–5) or more
detailed in equations (A1)–(A8) in the supporting information to calculate the capillary pressure at the wetting front
of the ﬁngertip.
[12] The reasonableness of the assumption of pore-bypore ﬂow (i.e., one pore at a time) was recently proven by
Mobius and Or [2012]. With a high speed camera, these
investigators measured velocities in pores that were >50
times the average pore diameter. The validity of this one
pore at a time assumption can moreover be drawn from the
ﬁnger ﬂow experiment of Selker et al. [1992], where a 0.75
cm variation in the pressure near the wetting front once the
tensiometers were fully wetted exceeded that of the pressure variation further behind the front [Figure 8 in Selker
et al., 1992]. This pressure variation of 0.75 cm is equivalent to a change in meniscus radius of 20% (!) at the measured ﬁngertip pressure of 23.75 cm. Since the relative
change in meniscus radius for the same pressure variation
decreases with smaller particle size, this major change in
pressures at larger radii could perhaps explain partly why
coarse sands are so prone to preferential ﬂow.

3.

Application

[13] The theory in section 2 and in the supporting information is tested with the set of experiments reported by
DiCarlo [2007] and Bauters et al. [1998].
3.1. Dry and Moist Sand Experiments by DiCarlo
[2007]
[14] In DiCarlo’s experiments, washed, sieved 20/30
sand (grain size 0.60–0.85 mm, d50 5 0.71 mm, Ksat 5 15
cm/min) was packed into slim cylindrical tubes (40 cm
long, 1.27 cm inner diameter). Dry sand was premixed with
the appropriate amount of water and packed in the column,
and pressure was measured with a miniature tensiometer
placed 15 cm below the top of the column. Uniform ﬂow
rates from 0.001 to 10 cm/min were imposed. Moisture
contents were measured in a similar earlier experiment
[DiCarlo, 2004].
[15] Figure 1 shows the capillary pressure at ﬁngertip for
ﬂuxes ranging from 0.001 to 10 cm/min (near-saturated
conductivity) for the initially dry sand. The data observed
by DiCarlo [2007] (Figure 1, symbols) show quite a bit of
scatter especially at lower ﬂuxes, that he attributed both to
the tensiometer not being well connected at low moisture
contents and to random changes in packing. The line in
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Table 2. Moisture Contents, Static Contact Angles and Measure
of Fit (R2) for Averaged Pressures at Each Moisture Content for
the Experiment of DiCarlo et al. [2007] Moisture Content (cm3/
cm3)

Static contact angle
R2

Figure 1. Predicted (line, equations (1–5) and equations
(A1)–(A8) supporting information) and observed (symbols)
[DiCarlo, 2007] capillary pressure in the ﬁngertip as a
function of imposed ﬂuxes in small 1.3 cm wide columns
ﬁlled with 20/30 sand for the initially dry sand.

Figure 1 illustrates capillary pressures predicted using the
characteristics of the porous medium and imbibing liquid
in equations (1)–((5) and given in more detail in the supporting information. The pore radius was taken as 0.20
mm, slightly larger than the pore neck radius given by Ng
et al. [1976] as 21% of the grain diameter, which would
correspond to 0.15 mm for the 0.71 mm diameter sand. The
static contact angle for the silica sand is between 46 and
56 for the advancing wetting front [Extrand and Kumagai,
1997; Muster et al., 2001; Romano, 2006], we used 50 .
Note that the receding contact angle is around 30 [Schroth
et al., 1996]. Despite the scatter in the observed data there
was a remarkable similar trend of increasing capillary pressure with increasing imposed ﬂuxes (R2 5 0.97) between
the observed and the predicted and observed points (Figure
1), with the exception of the pressures at ﬂow rates of 10
cm/min. This is addressed below.
[16] The theory in section 2 can also be applied to the
experiments mentioned in the same paper [DiCarlo, 2007]
of ﬁnger ﬂow through sands at four initial water contents
ranging from 0 to 0.14 cm3/cm3 with imposed ﬂuxes ranging from 0.003 to 8.0 cm/min (Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 2,
symbols). The predicted capillary pressure (Figure 2, lines)
were calculated by using the same parameter values as
used for the initially dry sand (Table 1): a pore neck radius
of 0.20 mm, and a static contact angle of 50 for the dry
sand. We assumed that the static contact angle decreased
with increasing initial moisture contents (Table 2). The
static contact angle of 20 at 0.14 cm3/cm3 is below that
measured by Schroth et al. [1996] but may not be unrealistic for wet sand with thick water ﬁlms. In addition, we

0

0.03

0.06

0.14

50
0.90

40
0.86

30
0.88

20
0.90

adjusted the ﬂow by maximal 35% (see equation (A8) supporting information) to account for initial moisture content
in the chamber. The maximum observed (symbols) and predicted capillary pressures (lines) in the ﬁnger tips (Figure
2) decrease (become more negative) similarly for decreasing ﬂuxes and for increasing initial water contents. As seen
in Figure 1, the predictions shown in Figure 2 are again
remarkably close to the observed data with R2 at or just
below 0.9 (Table 2).
[17] The pressure for a ﬂux 10 cm/min in dry sand (Figure 1, and black closed circles in Figure 2) is overpredicted.
The ﬂux (10 cm/min) is close to the saturated conductivity
of 15 cm/min. As recognized by Parlange and Star [1976],
ﬂow becomes stable when the imposed ﬂux is equal to the
saturated conductivity. In addition, the overprediction is in
agreement with the results of Baver et al. [2013], because
when ﬂuxes exceed 20% of the saturated conductivity,
water ﬂows through more than one pore at the same time
reducing the velocity. Lower velocities are related to more
negative pressure as is observed in Figure 2.
3.2. Water Repellent Sand Experiments by Bauters
et al. [1998]
[18] Bauters et al. [1998] visualized ﬁnger ﬂow during
inﬁltration experiments in slab chambers packed with mixtures of wettable and repellent sand, while meausuring
pressure heads in the chamber to quantify the ﬂow paths.
They used silica sand (0.150–0.840 mm) used in blasting
with an average grain diameter of 0.31 mm. The sand was
made hydrophobic by coating with octadeclytrichlorasilane
(OTS). Between 0.3 and 9.1% of OTS sand was mixed
with nonrepellent sand to create sands with varying degrees
of repellency ranging from wettable to extremely water
repellent. The sand mixtures were poured continuously into
the slab chambers (45 cm wide, 57.5 cm tall and 0.8 cm
thick). Water was applied evenly along the top of the chamber at a ﬂow rate of 0.4 cm/min. Ponding occurred for all
water repellent sands. Pressure in the ﬁngers was measured
with fast responding tensiometers and moisture content
determined with light intensity (experimental details can be
found in Bauters et al. [1998]).

Table 1. Experimental Characteristics for the Experiments of DiCarlo [2007] and Bauters et al. [1998]

Treatment
Median grain diameter (mm)
Imposed ﬂuxes (cm/min)
Static contact angle ( )
Pore neck radius (mm)

DiCarlo, Dry Sand

DiCarlo, Wet Sand

Bauters et al. [1998]

Dry sand
0.71
0.001–10
50
0.20

Several initial moisture contents
0.71
0.003–8
20–50a
0.20

Water repellent
0.31
0.4
50
0.09

a

See Table 2.
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Figure 2. Observed and predicted capillary pressures in the ﬁngertip as a function of moisture content
and imposed ﬂuxes. Observed data (symbols) are from inﬁltration experiments by DiCarlo [2007] in
small 1.3 cm wide columns ﬁlled with 20/30 sand and are averages over all replicates as each ﬂux. Predicted lines are based on equations (1–5) and equations (A1)–(A8).
[19] Since the water was applied uniformly and sometimes ponded, the imposed ﬂux of 0.4 cm/min is only valid
for the uniform wetting front in the hydrophobic sand. For
the water repellent sands, the ﬂux was found by invoking
the mass balance at the Darcy scale:
Q5ms vf Af

(6)

where ms is the saturated moisture content, vf is the ﬁnger
velocity, and Af is the cross sectional area of the ﬁnger. In
addition, we assumed that a small amount of water repellent grains of <10% would not affect overall static contact
angle of the sand and was therefore kept at 50 . We also
kept the same grain pore neck ratio for the blasting sand as
for the 20/30 sand in DiCarlo’s experiment. Finally, the
blasting sand was hydrophylic and since unstable ﬂow
theory does not apply we used the measured capillary pressure at the wetting front. Using the procedure described in
the supporting information and in section 2 with parameters
in Table A1 we calculated the capillary pressures at the ﬁnger tip with the data in Table 1. The data ﬁt the curve
remarkably well (Figure 3) with the assumption that the
static contact angle is not affected by the addition of the
(few) water repellent grains. The reasons why clearly need
further investigation, but is beyond the scope of this note.
[20] In summary, we found that observed dynamic pressures just behind and the dynamic contact angles at the ﬁngertip for dry, moist, and water repellent sand can be
predicted with Hoffman’s equation for imposed ﬂuxes that
are less than one ﬁfth of the saturated conductivity when
the assumptions are made that the pressure at the wetting
front is discontinuous and water at the wetting front
imbibes one pore at a time, rather than into all pores at the
same time. For greater ﬂuxes, more pores imbibe at the
same time.

4.

Epilogue

[21] In 1972, J-Yves Parlange together with Hill published experimental results of unstable ﬁnger ﬂow and 4
years later they solved the ﬁnger ﬂow mathematically [Hill
and Parlange, 1972]. Although many aspects of unstable
ﬂow behind the wetting front were clariﬁed in the past 40
years, a satisfactory physical explanation of the wetting
front behavior remained elusive up to now. In the past few
years, Parlange insisted that Hoffman’s relationship
describing the dynamic contact angle had the ingredients
for ﬁnding the solution to the wetting front behavior at the
ﬁnger tip. Although further research is needed, the present
paper provides strong evidence that Parlange’s insight was
right as we should have expected based on past experience.

Figure 3. Observed by Bauters et al. [1998] and calculated pressures for water inﬁltrating in water repellent
sands with various degrees of water repellencies. Assumption is made that the velocity of the water is equal to calculated ﬂux divided by the radius of the neck.
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